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assisted visual detection of SNP in
circulating tumor DNA using gold nanoparticles
coupled with isothermal amplification†

Yusong Wang, ‡*a Say Li Kong*b and Xiao Di Suacd

Detection of single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) is challenging

because of the large DNA fragmentation (�150 nt) and the strong background of normal cell free DNA

(cfDNA). Here we developed a rapid centrifugation-assisted colorimetric assay using gold nanoparticles

(AuNPs) coupled with isothermal amplification to detect a SNP (G to C mutation) in KRAS, p.G13D in

ctDNA. Compared to conventional AuNP aggregation assays, our assay contains four unique design

concepts. Firstly, a centrifugation step is introduced at the end of the reaction that significantly enhances

the colorimetric readout by providing visually distinct precipitation for the SNP ctDNA. Secondly, to

achieve a fast turnover rate for clinical pM demand, a “critical linker concentration” concept is

introduced to the assay. Thirdly, in order to achieve an unambiguous differentiation of the SNP ctDNA

from wild type cfDNA and the control sample without DNA, a “color code conversion” strategy is

employed, where a complementary sequence of the linker DNA is introduced to manipulate the AuNP

aggregation. Finally, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid is used for enzyme inactivation only at room

temperature while stabilizing the AuNP solution from unwanted aggregation. Our assay coupling two

amplification strategies (isothermal amplification and centrifugation-assisted assembly) is capable of both

quantitative and qualitative differentiation of SNP in ctDNA of �150 nt at a clinically relevant

concentration and 67 pM limit of detection and in the presence of 99% normal cfDNA background. This

assay can be used for point-of-care colon cancer diagnosis and prognosis with a fast turnover time (<2 h).
1 Introduction

Circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) is an important biomarker for
non-invasive cancer diagnosis. KRAS oncogene mutation has
been found in about 35–45% of colorectal cancer cases,1 with
the majority of the single nucleotide point mutations typically
occurring in codon 12 and 13. As such, detection of KRAS single-
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) mutations in circulation can
provide useful information related to tumor burden and
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patient's response to therapy. However, detection of ctDNA SNP
is challenging because of the long ctDNA strains, typically
around 150 bp, and the presence of a large quantity of normal
cell free DNA (cfDNA). Currently, ctDNA detection mostly
employs digital droplet PCR-based or next-generation
sequencing method with capability to detect a few copies of
DNA, which relies on repeated thermal cycles, and typically
takes more than 2–14 days for a readout. The instrument-
intensive and time-consuming process hampers the point-of-
care (POC) assay application.

Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) based DNA colorimetric assay
has been implemented as POC detection without sophisticated
instruments and rapid turnaround time.2 However, these
AuNPs-based DNA detection suffer from relatively poor limit of
detection (LOD) (�nM), and most assays are designed for short
DNA of �20–30 bp. In the meantime, isothermal amplication
has also emerged as an alternative to PCR process for trace
amount of DNA detection with PCR-like sensitivity,3 without
using thermal cycle process. Various isothermal amplication
strategies are available, such as the loop-mediated isothermal
amplication (LAMP), hybridization chain reaction (HCR),
strand-displacement amplication, and exonuclease-based
cyclic amplication, to enhance detection signal in linear and
or exponential amplication way.3,4 However, most isothermal
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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amplication assays need uorophore labeling, and expensive
reagent.3–5

Integration of AuNP-based color detection with isothermal
amplication has been reported for DNA detection, aiming to
achieve POC application with clinically relevant high sensi-
tivity.3,6 For example, by coupling Exonuclease III (ExoIII) recy-
cling cleavage reaction into AuNPs colorimetric assay, one can
detect SNP in a 32 nucleotide (nt) KRAS with 20 pM LOD at
37 �C,7 and in a 33 nt DNA with a 2 nM LOD at room temper-
ature (RT).8 Enzyme-free hybridization chain reaction has also
been developed with colorimetric AuNP assembly to detect
Ebola all four virus subtypes DNA biomarker (24 nt).9 Most of
these reports are for short DNA biomarkers (20–30 bp).7–9 It has
been very challenging for SNP detection in clinical ctDNA
(average of 150 bp length, more diverse conformation and
secondary structure in need of assay consideration) with high
detection sensitivity, and more importantly in the complicated
high background interference. These are, however, essential for
circulating DNA biomarker detection for diagnosis and
prognosis.

To address the above mentioned challenges, we redesigned
the AuNPs-based colorimetric assay for ctDNA using the ExoIII-
based amplication (Fig. 1). It is a dual signal amplication
strategy, combining DNA isothermal amplication and
centrifugal assisted DNA–NPs assembly at the end of the enzy-
matic reaction. The assay contains four unique assay design and
condition concepts: (1) introduction of a centrifugation step
that signicantly enhances the colorimetric readout by
providing visually distinct precipitation for SNP ctDNA; (2)
application of “critical linker concentration” concept in the rst
time to achieve a fast turnover rate at pM sensitivity; (3)
employment of “color code conversion” strategy to achieve an
Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of centrifugation-assisted isothermal amplifi
major steps, i.e. (1) linker probe and target DNA annealing (10 min), (2) e
enzyme inactivation (3 min), (4) addition of complementary probe (c-mL
(30 min) assisted by centrifugation (6000 rpm, �10 s). Total assay time i
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unambiguous differentiation of the mutant ctDNA from all
reference samples, i.e. wild type cfDNA sample, the one without
DNA and the original sensing materials; (4) introduction of
a room temperature (RT) enzyme inactivation by ethyl-
enediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), in which EDTA serves an
additional role to stabilize the AuNP solution from unwanted
aggregation in the enzymatic reaction buffer.

With these assay development and ndings, our sensing
platform enables a rapid POC visual detection of SNP in ctDNA
(67 pM LOD, 1% mutant KRAS (mtKRAS) in 99% of wildtype
KRAS (wtKRAS), <2 h). This work has signicantly improved the
AuNP aggregation-based colorimetric assay, and hence leading
to a step closer towards POC application.

2 Experiment section
2.1 Materials

AuNPs (�13 nm in diameter) were synthesized in aqueous
solution using standard citrate reduction procedure.10 Tris(2-
carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP), Tris–HCl buffer
(1.0 M), ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), CaCl2, MgCl2,
and centrifugal lter device (PALL, Nanosep 3K Omega) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. HCl (37% concentrate in water),
NaOH, and NaCl were purchased from Merck. Exonuclease III
(ExoIII) was purchased from New England Biolabs. Enzyme
reaction buffer (20 mM Tris–HCl, 75 mM NaCl, 20 mM CaCl2,
3 mMMgCl2, pH¼ 7.9) andHEPES buffer (5mM) were prepared
in our laboratory. PBS buffer (150 mM, pH ¼ 7.4) was obtained
from 1st base. Elution buffer (Buffer AVE, 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH
8.5) was purchased from Qiagen.

All DNA oligonucleotides including the modied sequences
were purchased from IDT Company. The sequences are shown
in Table S1 (ESI†). The “wtKRAS” and “mtKRAS” are cfDNA
cation colorimetric ctDNA assay using AuNPs. The assay consists of five
nzymatic amplification of the mLinker (60 min), (3) room temperature
inker) for color code conversion (7 min), and (5) ssDNA–NPs assembly
s less than 2 h.

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 1476–1483 | 1477
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targets of 151 nt long without or with a T to C base substitution,
respectively. The “mLinker” is 18mer oligo fully complementary
to the mtKRAS at the region containing the point mutation. The
“OA” and “OB” are disulphide-protected single stranded DNA
(ssDNA), each being complementary to half of the mLinker. OA
and OB were used to prepare two sets of conjugates with the
AuNPs for sandwich assembly induced by the mLinker (See
Fig. S1, ESI†). The “c-mLinker” is complementary to the
mLinker, and serves the color conversion. The “c-OA” and “c-
OB” are DNA oligos, each being complementary to half of the c-
mLinker.
2.2 Preparation of single stranded DNA–nanoparticle
(ssDNA–NPS)

The ssDNA–NPs were prepared by low pH conjugation with
slight modications.11,12 Typically, disulphide-protected OA or
OB ssDNA was rstly activated by adding 4.2 mL TCEP (60 mM)
into 100 mL of ssDNA (100 mM) solution and mixing for 20
minutes. The solution was further diluted to 700 mL with HEPES
buffer and centrifuged using centrifugal lter device (PALL,
Nanosep 3K Omega). The puried ssDNA sample was then
tested by UV-vis absorbance spectrophotometer (Shimadzu,
UV2450) to determine ssDNA concentration using Beer's
Lambert law.

Aer that, the activated ssDNA (10 mL, 50 mM) wasmixed with
TCEP (1 mL, 60 mM) for 10 minutes followed by addition of
AuNP solution (265 mL, 9.43 nM) and topping up to the total
volume of 500 mL with 5 mM HEPES buffer. Aer incubation for
5 minutes, solution pH was lowered to 3 by adding HCl (1 M),
and salt concentration was increased to 30 mM by adding NaCl
(2 M). Aer incubation for 20 minutes, NaOH (1 M) was added
into the above solution to neutralize the solution pH. Finally,
the prepared ssDNA–NPs conjugates were puried by centrifu-
gation. The supernatant was collected for UV-vis measurement
to indirectly determine the DNA surface density on AuNP.13 The
collected ssDNA–NPs were puried by centrifugation one more
time and redispersed in PBS buffer and stored at 4 �C until
further use.
2.3 Sandwich ssDNA–NP assembly and determination of
“critical linker concentration”

The sandwich ssDNA–AuNP assembly was done by mixing equal
amount of ssDNA–NP conjugates and mLinker probe in PBS
buffer, and incubating at RT for 30 minutes. The “OA” and “OB”
are disulphide-protected single stranded DNA (ssDNA), each
being complementary to half of the mLinker, and used to
immobilized onto AuNP to form a pair of ssDNA–NP conjugates.

This sandwich assembly was used to determine the critical
linker concentration/minimum linker (mLinker probe)
concentration, which can induce aggregation of the OA–NP and
OB–NP aer 30 minutes incubation, by giving three times of the
ratio of absorbance at 700 and 520 nm (A700/A520) relative to the
reference DNA–NPs in the absence of mLinker, and a visually
obvious precipitation following a brief spinning at 6000 rpm for
�10 seconds (s).
1478 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 1476–1483
2.4 Assay procedures

The assay includes ve steps: (1) DNA annealing. In a reaction
tube, mLinker probe solution was mixed with wtKRAS or
mtKRAS of different concentration in the enzyme reaction
buffer, and incubated at a heating block (Eppendorf) at 95 �C for
10 minutes. The sample tubes were removed from heating
block, and suspended on a vial rack to cool down to RT. (2)
Enzymatic amplication. ExoIII (nal concentration with 10 U
enzyme in �15 mL total reaction solution) was added to pre-
annealed DNA tubes, followed by incubation at the heating
block pre-set nominal 37 �C for 1 hour. (3) Inactivation of
enzyme. 3 mL EDTA (500 mM) was added into the above enzyme
reaction solution (�15 mL) at RT, and incubating for 3 minutes.
The effect of EDTA on inactivation of the enzymatic reaction was
conrmed by experiments with (3a) mLinker probe only; (3b)
mLinker probe and ExoIII enzyme; and (3c) mLinker probe,
ExoIII and EDTA. (4) Color code conversion. The same amount
of c-mLinker as the mLinker used in the DNA annealing, was
added into the previous reaction solution and stand still at
room temperature for 7 min to allow full hybridization between
c-mLinker and le amount of mLinker. (5) Au NPs assembly for
the ctDNA detection. Aer enzyme inactivation and color code
conversion when applicable, 8 mL PBS buffer (150 mM), and
ssDNA–NP (OA–NP and OB–NP, each with 5 mL) was subse-
quently added into the above 13.6 mL enzyme-inactivated NP
solution and with a brief mixing. Samples were then incubated
for 30 minutes at RT before UV-vis characterization. Camera
images were taken for the incubated samples aer a brief
spinning (6000 rpm, �10 s) using a portable microcentrifuge.

The effect of EDTA on colloidal stability was studied by
mixing equal amount of ssDNA–NP conjugates (OA–NP and OB–
NP) with different buffer solutions including (1) 8 mL water, (2) 8
mL reaction buffer, (3) 2 mL EDTA (500 mM), and (4) 8 mL reac-
tion buffer and 2 mL EDTA (500 mM). Aer incubation for 30
minutes, UV-vis spectra was recorded. In addition, camera
image was recorded aer a brief spinning (6000 rpm, �10 s) for
each incubation solution.
2.5 Detection of mtKRAS in wild type cfDNA background

To test the clinical relevance of the assay, a mixture of wtKRAS
and mtKRAS with different mtKRAS percentages ranging from
0% to 100% mtKRAS were used as the test sample. Signals of
these mixture were recorded relative to control sample (no
KRAS). All ctDNA samples were diluted in elution buffer (AVE
buffer, Qiagen) which was used in the DNA cleanup and puri-
cation from clinical patient samples.
2.6 Instrumentations and methods

UV-vis absorbance measurement was perfromed by BioTek
platereader (Synergy 2, Multi-Mode Reader), Tecan platereader
(M200), or Shimadzu UV 2450 Spectrophotometer. Standard
384-well plates (PS, transparent, Corning®) were used for
absorbance measurement on all plater reader machines. Back-
ground signal was subtracted before obtaining each sample
spectrum. All images of DNA–Au NP solution were taken using
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 2 Centrifugation-amplified specific ssDNA–NP assembly for
ctDNA mutation differentiation. (A) UV-vis spectra of the ssDNA–NP
assembly after 30 min incubation in the enzyme reaction solution, for
the mtKRAS, wtKRAS and control sample (no KRAS, or absence of
DNA). (B) Corresponding color images of the ssDNA–NP assembly
solutions without (upper panel) and with a brief spinning at 6000 rpm
for 10 s (lower panel). Note that all sequences of OA, OB, mLinker,
wtKRAS and mtKRAS refer to Table S1 (ESI†), and [mt or wtKRAS] ¼
4 nM during enzyme reaction.
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mobile camera (Apple iPhone), which were done aer applying
to the sample solutions with a brief spinning at 6000 rpm (�10
s) in a portable microcentrifuge (Cole-Parmer Personal
Microcentrifuge).

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Strategy of the centrifugation-assisted isothermal
amplication colorimetric ctDNA assay

Fig. 1 shows our SNP ctDNA assay procedure, including ve
major steps: (1) linker probe and target DNA annealing (10 min
at 95 �C), (2) enzymatic amplication reaction (1 h at 37 �C), (3)
inactivation of enzymatic activity by EDTA (3 min at RT), (4)
color code conversion by adding a DNA probe complementary to
the mLinker (7 min at RT), and (5) ssDNA–AuNPs assembly
(30 min at RT) assisted by a brief centrifugation (6000 rpm, �10
s).

The assay starts from the annealing of the probe DNA
(mLinker, fully complementary to the mtKRAS) with target DNA
(mtKRAS or wtKRAS), which is followed by enzymatic cleavage
reaction by the structure-selective exonuclease Exo III (10 units
in �15 mL enzyme reaction buffer). The enzymatic reaction
amplies the difference between mtKRAS and wtKRAS by
selectively digesting the mLinker in the mLinker–mtKRAS
duplexes, via a typical isothermal cyclic cleavage reaction. As
a result the mLinker probe are digested from the recessed 30 to
50-termini of the mLinker–mtKRAS duplex in a cyclic way,
leaving behind the cleaved residue DNA fragments. In contrast,
for wtKRAS, the mLinker–wtKRAS duplex structure carries
amismatch nucleotide site that inhibits the ExoIII cleavage. The
partial digested duplex remain stable in the enzyme reaction
buffer containing divalent ions (Mg2+ and Ca2+).14,15 Thus,
a large amount of mLinker will remain in the solution.

Aer the enzymatic selective digestion using mLinker, EDTA
is added to inactivate the enzyme. This makes sure that the
linker-induced ssDNA–AuNP sandwich assembly will not be
disturbed by the ExoIII digestion, which is effective for any DNA
duplex from 30 to 50. At the end of inactivation, c-mLinker (the
ssDNA probe fully complementary to the mLinker) is intro-
duced. Aer 7 min of attempted hybridization (if mLinker
remains present), followed by addition of two sets of ssDNA–
AuNPs conjugates (c-OA–AuNPs and c-OB–AuNPs), each
carrying a ssDNA that is complementary to half of the c-
mLinker. For the mtKRAS, where mLinker is fully digested,
the c-mLinker is available to assembly the c-OA–AuNPs and c-
OB–AuNPs conjugates. In contrast, for wild-type DNA, the c-
mLinker will form duplex with the mLinker remaining in the
solution, leaving red disperse ssDNA–AuNP solution. The use of
the c-mLinker allows mtKRAS “light-on” response standing out
all other samples. A brief spinning/centrifugation step is then
introduced for fast formation of AuNPs precipitation in
mtKRAS, which further amplify the mutation differentiation
between mtDNA and wtDNA. This leads to an unambiguous
naked eye inspection of the presence of SNP in the ctDNA
sample.

For the above assay strategy, a range of design parameters
and procedure conditions (e.g. critical linker concentration,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
enzyme inactivation strategy, color conversion approach, and
brief centrifugation assistance) were studied and optimized, to
fulll: (1) a quantitative measurement of three times of the
(A700/A520) ratio of the mtKRAS relative to the wtKRAS in 30 min
incubation, and (2) visual detection of precipitation aer a brief
spinning. Details are given in the following sessions.
3.2 Assay development

3.2.1 Centrifugation-amplied ssDNA–NP assembly for
ctDNA visual differentiation. To explore the effect of centrifu-
gation on visual differentiation of ctDNA mutation, we rst
conducted an assay without the color conversion step, which
includes DNA annealing, enzymatic amplication, enzymatic
inactivation and assembly of the two sets of ssDNA–AuNPs (OA–
NP and OB–NP) in the presence of mLinker (see Table S1, ESI†).
Fig. 2A shows UV-vis spectra of the ssDNA–NP assembly solu-
tions aer enzyme reaction for the mtKRAS, wtKRAS and
control (no KRAS, or absence of DNA) samples. Around 2 nm
peak shi of localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) is
observed between mtKRAS and wtKRAS/control (no KRAS)
(Fig. 2A), while the corresponding colloidal solutions show
similar red dispersion with nearly no difference (Fig. 2B, upper
panel). Interestingly, upon a simple spinning imposed on the
above colloidal solutions, a dramatical difference between
mtKRAS and wtKRAS was visually observed: red dispersion for
mtKRAS only, but precipitated aggregates for both wtKRAS and
the control (no KRAS) (Fig. 2B, lower panel).

The centrifugation-facilitated OA–NP and OB–NP assembly
for both wtKRAS and the control (no KRAS) samples is
presumably due to several factors favorable for the hybridiza-
tion. Specically, the centrifugation would drag DNA-NPs
towards the bottom of reaction vial, and increase local
concentration of DNA–NPs. This higher concentration leads to
a faster on-particle DNA hybridization kinetic process to form
bigger DNA–NP cluster or promote the mLinker-induced AuNP
aggregation. This process repeats and eventually leads to a large
DNA–NP networks. Secondly, centrifugal force will harvest as-
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 1476–1483 | 1479
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formed small DNA–NP clusters and concentrate them in the
bottom of reaction vial, increasing the contrast between NPs
and the background. Without the centrifugation, the DNA
sandwich assembly takes longer time and appear stable in
a short time scale.

The above results clearly shown that a brief spinning step
can amplify the difference between mtKRAS and wtKRAS.
Together with enzyme-based isothermal amplication, the
developed dual signal amplications (isothermal amplica-
tion and centrifugal amplication) enabled a naked-eye SNP
detection of KRAS (151 nt) with a simple precipitate qualitative
assay. To develop a sensitive and fast ctDNA SNP detection for
POC application (simple & cost-effective assay without
sophisticated instruments/expensive reagent), we set this
condition (30 min ssDNA–NP incubation followed by a brief
centrifugation) as the nal assay step. Other parameter opti-
mizations were then performed with the visual outcome as
reference.

3.2.2 Denition of critical linker probe concentration.
Typical ExoIII recycling cleavage-based assays use excess
amount of linker for the enzymatic reaction.7 The excess
amount of linker might not be necessary because of a longer
enzymatic reaction time to digest linker. If we can optimize the
linker concentration, i.e.minimum amount to induce sufficient
ssDNA–NP assembly, the enzymatic reaction will take shorter
time for completion and thus being convenient for practical
application, or offering a higher sensitivity (e.g. with the same
reaction time, lower LOD can be achieved). With this concern,
we introduced a critical linker probe concentration concept and
has dened it as the lowest concentration needed to induce
three times higher A700/A520 value (a quantitative measurement
of the ssDNA–NP assembly/aggregation) relative to non-
aggregated OA–NP and OB–NPmixture aer 30 min incubation,
and that can show visually detectable precipitation aer
centrifugation (6000 rpm, �10 s).
Fig. 3 Determination of critical linker probe concentration that can ind
DNA surface density (i.e. three times higher A700/A520 value relative to
presence of different mLinker concentrations (DNA surface density is 21
after a brief spinning. (B) (A700/A520) value for ssDNA–NP pair with diff
concentration, (C) critical linker concentration for different DNA surface
assembly process.

1480 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 1476–1483
Fig. 3A shows the UV-vis spectra of ssDNA–NP sandwich
assembly (DNA density of 210 ssDNA per NP) by different
concentration of mLinker (0–300 nM) aer 30 min incubation.
In the presence of 100 nM, 200 nM, and 300 nM linker, a peak
shi of 1 nm, 6 nm and 9 nm relative to the conjugates alone
(0 nM linker) were observed, respectively. Aer a spinning for
�10 s at 6000 rpm, precipitation appears obviously at 200 nM
and above (color photo in Fig. 3A). Hence, 200 nM is termed as
critical linker concentration for the ssDNA–NP pair (210 ssDNA/
NP). At this critical linker concentration, the ratio of A700/A520 is
0.174, being�3 times of that for the reference sample (0.052 for
0 nM linker). We have set this value of three times of the control
as another criteria for critical linker concentration determina-
tion. This criteria and visual precipitation correspond with each
other well.

Similarly, for ssDNA–NPs with different surface density (80–
210 ssDNA/NP) (Fig. 3B), using the criteria of A700/A520 value
being 3 times higher than the control (no linker) and brief
spinning could give the distinct NP aggregate states from the
control (images data not shown) as measures, respective critical
linker concentrations are derived (Fig. 3C). It is found that an
increased surface density of ssDNA–NP results in an increased
critical linker concentration. Considering colloidal stability and
minimum nonspecic adsorption, the ssDNA–NP pair of �200
ssDNA/NP (with the corresponding 200 nM critical linker
concentration) was used for the following assay development
and optimization.

3.2.3 Employment of EDTA for both enzyme inactivation
and colloidal stabilization in enzyme reaction buffer. The
ssDNA–NP sandwich assembly provide a POC visual detection of
ctDNA. However, active enzyme ExoIII can digest sandwich DNA
duplex leading to redisperse the assembled ssDNA–NPs. Hence,
enzyme inactivation is needed at the end of the developed
amplication reaction. Conventionally, heat treatment is used for
enzyme inactivation, e.g. 70 �C for 20 min according to the
uce aggregation of ssDNA–NP pair (OA–NP and OB–NP) of different
the nonaggregated). (A) UV-vis spectra of the ssDNA–NP pair in the
0 ssDNA/NP). Inset shows images of ssDNA–AuNP assembly solutions
erent DNA surface density, and their response at different mLinker
density of ssDNA–NP. Note that 30 min incubation applies for all NP

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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company's manual, or 80 �C for 10 min.8 Here, to enable POC
application, we have tried to eliminate the prolonged heat
treatment at high temperature. Specically, enzyme inactivation
by EDTA treatment at room temperature (RT) is explored (Fig. S2,
ESI†). Incubation of a pair of ssDNA–NP conjugates (OA–NP and
OB–NP) with mLinker DNA, led to obvious precipitates aer
a brief spinning, while the introduction of ExoIII produces a red
stable dispersion. Additionally, the addtion of mixture of enzyme
and EDTA into the reaction solution led to obvious precipitates
aer 3 min RT incubation. Meanwhile, addition of EDTA only
into the solution mixture (OA–NP, OB–NP, and mLinker) did not
affect the sandwich assembly (data not shown). With these
observations, we concluded that EDTA can effectively quenched
the ExoIII activity at RT aer 3 min.

Additional role of EDTA was identied when we studied the
colloidal stability in the enzyme reaction buffer. It is found that
the reaction buffer medium can cause ssDNA–NP aggregation
(redshi of LSPR band in reaction buffer relative to that in
water, and signicant precipitates aer a brieng spinning; see
Fig. S3, ESI†). This is probably due to the high ionic strength of
reaction buffer, which containing 20 mM Tris–HCl buffer
20 mM, 20 mM Ca2+ and 3 mM Mg2+, conducive for ExoIII
structure-selective digestion.8 Interestingly, applying EDTA into
the enzyme reaction buffer enables the ssDNA–NP to remain
stable (overlapped UV-vis spectrum of “reaction buffer + EDTA”
with that in water or EDTA aqueous solution, and red stable
colloid solution aer spinning; see Fig. S3, ESI†).

The above observations reveal interesting roles of EDTA in the
enzyme-based amplied AuNP ctDNA detection. The simple
addition of EDTA can serve the purposes of both enzyme inacti-
vation and maintaining colloidal stability. The stabilization effect
could be explained by the chelating capability of EDTA that can
remove divalent ion such as Mg2+ and Ca2+, the causes of both
structure-selective digestion of ExoIII and ssDNA–NP aggregation.
Fig. 4 Color code conversion by introducing a DNA probe (i.e. c-mLinke
the mLinker system with the left shift (�3 nm) of mtKRAS sample, relative
detection using the mLinker system after a brief spinning (6000 rpm, �1
with the right shift (�3 nm) of mtKRAS sample, relative to the control (no K
c-mLinker system after a brief spinning (6000 rpm, �10 s). Note that fo
compared including mtKRAS, wtKRAS, no KRAS, and the original DNA–N

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
3.2.4 Color conversion using a DNA probe complementary
to the linker DNA. Up to now, we have shown that using
mLinker we can achieve a clear discrimination between
mtKRAS and wtKRAS. However, in such design, the result of
mtKRAS (keeping the red dispersion status) is overlapping with
the original sensing materials (DNA–NPs) (Fig. 4A). An ideal
assay should be in “light on” mode and allows the target (i.e.
mtKRAS) stand out all other samples, including the wtKRAS, the
control (no KRAS), or original DNA–NP materials.

To address this concern, we introduced an additional DNA
probe (i.e. c-mLinker) that is fully complementary to the linker
DNA (i.e. mLinker) at the end of enzymatic reaction before the
ssDNA assembly and redesigned the c-OA–NP and c-OB–NP (the
ssDNA on the two sets of AuNPs conjugates each complemen-
tary to half of the c-mLinker). This DNA probe together with the
new ssDNA–AuNP pairs can enable the color conversion. Typi-
cally, peak right shi (�3 nm) is observed now for the mtKRAS
sample, relative to the control (no KRAS), wild-type, and original
sensing materials (Fig. 4B). A further brieng spinning
(6000 rpm, �10 s) brings us a visual differentiation for the
mtKRAS relative to other samples, i.e. precipitate status for
mtKRAS but red disperse status for the wtKRAS, control (no
KRAS), and original DNA–NP sensing materials (see the inset in
Fig. 4B). These results clearly show that by adding the addi-
tional c-mLinker, color code of visual ctDNA detection has been
conversed, led to mtKRAS analyte standing out from all the
others in a “light on” mode.
3.3 SNP detection of the KRAS point mutation in the
background of wtKRAS

With the above optimized assay design and assay conditions,
using the mLinker as probe targeting a point mutation in 151 nt
mtKRAS ctDNA (p.G13D) and adding a step of c-mLinker color
r) complementary to the linker DNA (i.e.mLinker). (A) UV-vis spectra of
to the control (no KRAS); inset shows the comparison of mtKRAS visual
0 s). (B) UV-vis spectra of the c-mLinker system (mLinker + c-mLinker)
RAS); inset shows the comparison of mtKRAS visual detection using the
r either mLinker system or the c-mLinker system, four samples were
Ps sensing materials.

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 1476–1483 | 1481



Fig. 5 SNP detection of the KRAS point mutation in the background of wtKRAS using c-mLinker. (A) Determination of the LOD of the mtKRAS
SNP assay. Note that all color images of the ssDNA–NP assembly solutions are obtained after a brief spinning. (B) Detection of mtKRAS in the
presence of wtKRAS background. The percentage of mtKRAS is 0%, 1%, 5%, 10%, 50%, and 100% relative to the total KRAS DNA (both wtKRAS and
mtKRAS). A sample with no KRAS was used as control for comparison.
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convertion (totally 5 steps of the assay as shown in Fig. 1), we
have then determined the LOD of the assay with the concen-
tration ranging from 10 nM down to 67 pM. Control sample (no
KRAS) is used as a reference to validate the assay, particularly to
ensure the enzymatic reaction works.

As seen from images of the wild type and mutant type KRAS
in Fig. 5A, the assay can differentiate the mtKRAS from wtKRAS
for all tested concentrations. Fig. S4 (ESI†) presents detection
spectra before the brief spinning, which also show detectable
spectrum difference between mtKRAS and wtKRAS sample at
concentration above 6.7 nM. Lower than this concentration, UV-
vis spectra can't resolve the difference or the difference is too
small to be reliably distinguishable. Upon a brief spinning,
a drastical difference between wtKRAS and mtKRAS could be
unambiguously identied at 500 pM and even at 67 pM
(Fig. 5A). The current LOD of 67 pM is equivalent to 1% mutant
KRAS in 30 mL of elution buffer of 20 ng DNA for ctDNA of �150
bp, which occurs in most colon cancer patients.16

In actual patient sample, mutant KRAS oen presents in
a large background of normal DNA. Thus, we have validated the
assay for detection of the mtKRAS in the presence of wtKRAS
background (Fig. 5B). A mixed KRAS ctDNA was prepared with
different percentage of mtKRAS and wtKRAS, ranging from 0%,
1%, 5%, 10%, 50%, and 100% mtKRAS relative to the total
ctDNA. A control experiment with sample containing no KRAS
DNA was performed. Focusing on the ssDNA–NPs assembly
solution before spinning, UV-vis spectrum shows that the ratio of
A700/A520 increases when mtKRAS percentage increases (Fig. S5,
ESI† and 5B). This trend follows our expectation because with
more mtKRAS in the mixture, the ssDNA–NPs solution is more
aggregated (larger ratio of A700/A520). The curve can serve as
a quantitative measurement of the percentage of mtKRAS at as
little as 1%. Aer spinning, the trend is visually more obvious, i.e.
higher percentage of mtKRAS comes with more pronounced
DNA–NP precipitation, and show visually distinguishable at 1%
mtKRAS. These results clearly demonstrate that our c-mLinker
1482 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 1476–1483
assay system is effective to differentiate the mtKRAS in the
presence of wtKRAS background. The unambiguous POC readout
(precipitates only for mKRAS sample vs. red dispersion for all
others) will be appreciated by resource-limited setting for cancer
diagnosis and prognosis.
4 Conclusions

In summary, we have developed a method for rapid POC visual
detection of SNP in ctDNA (151 nt KRAS) as a liquid biopsy tool. It
is an AuNP-based colorimetric method combining enzymatic
isothermal amplication (ExoIII-based isothermal cyclic cleavage
reaction) and centrifugal amplication. Different from conven-
tional AuNP colorimetric assay, a centrifugation step by a brief
spinning using a portable microcentrifuge was introduced in the
assay development. This step signicantly amplies themutation
difference by providing visually distinct precipitation for mtKRAS
down to 67 pM LOD, and in a 99% background of normal ctDNA.

For better POC application, we have also introduced a few
critical design concepts to make the assay more robust and
operation convenient at clinical setting with a fast turn over
time. These design concepts include the denition of “critical
linker concentration” for fast turn over (<2 h) and more sensi-
tive mtKRAS (151 nt) assay, RT enzyme inactivation without
conventional heating by using EDTA which is also contributing
to the colloid stabilization from unwanted aggregation in the
enzymatic reaction buffer, and a color code conversion allowing
mtKRAS unambiguously standing out of all reference samples
(wtKRAS, no KRAS, and the original ssDNA–NPs). This work
demonstrates critical improvements of AuNP aggregation-based
ExoIII isothermal assay, allowing for non-invasive cancer diag-
nosis and prognosis towards POC applications.
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